For outstanding leadership as a platoon sergeant in Co I of the 3rd Inf, he directed and led his men in a night attack over open ground in Belgium. In two hours, he reduced the enemy position and only lost two men. He was awarded the Silver Star for his actions.

Mark Johnson

83rd Doughs Hold Record; Closest Yanks to Berlin in Hurtgen-Duren Push

Artillery Support

The 329th Infantry, 83rd Division, is the leading Allied unit in the Hurtgen Forest. It is currently engaged in heavy fighting to clear the area of enemy forces. The 329th has been in the field for over a month and has sustained heavy casualties, but has shown great resilience and determination.

Engineers Smooth Way to Victory

The engineers of the 83rd Division have been working tirelessly to clear the forest of obstacles and improve the roads. They have built bridges and cleared paths, allowing the troops to advance with ease.

Over 60 Commissions Given 83rd Combat Veterans

The 83rd Division has given over 60 combat commissions to its officers. This is a testament to the valor and dedication of the soldiers in this division.

SLAYS THREE OF ENEMY

Pfc Darryl Cooper of Indianapolis, Ind., killed three enemy soldiers with his automatic weapon.

329th Patrols Enter Duren after All Three Regiments Smashed from Hurtgen to Roer

The 83rd Division, led by the 329th Infantry, has pushed through the forest and entered the city of Duren. The division is now in the center of the largest American penetration of German soil in the war.

FURLOUGH FUN...

A group of soldiers from the 83rd Division enjoyed some time off from the front lines. They visited a local town and had a good time.

IN HURTGEN-DUREN PUSH

The 83rd Division continues to push deeper into the forest, fighting to clear the area of enemy forces.

(Continued on page 3)
SPOUSE HO DO SOPE PLEASE BRING SOAO

GILBERT

A Belgium printer last week handed Pfc Lee Goldblatt several pieces of paper which were written the following lines and which were the printer’s desire to have some ready-made notes prepared to expedite the possible transmission of love letters during his leave of absence for his wife: "Will you wait my return to Europe every week?"

Know you still other fellow Who will dirty line your man?"

No forget soap for wash."

For my woman no have."

You know same if you please."

Poor peagon your old wayed."

So soon wash 2 your bring."

Of course you know what the old guy wanted." 

Shells were screaming in and 33th Anti-Tankers were cover- ing the infantrymen in the field. Pfc Richard Porter of 2nd Bn, Anti-Tank Platoon, offered what he thought was a battlefield consol- ation. He inquired as to whose business it was to get them the PFC Diaries, and they told him the job had been an annoyance stripe.

After having been overseas six months Pfc Richard Porter of 2nd Bn, Anti-Tank Platoon, received what he thought was a battlefield consol- ation. He inquired as to whose business it was to get them the PFC Diaries, and they told him the job had been an annoyance stripe.

Vivian Violan already has a wealthy husband, but she’s not content. She wants more on her husband. She feels she has other assets that should find a home in Edin- bury.
Caught by the camera at the moment of recoil, one of the big guns of the 234th FA thunders home another message to Hitler as the dusk sets in front of us in its protective cover. The big artillery has delivered over a quarter of a million of these messages so far, and more are on their way.
There was a time back in the early days of battle when the boys in the foxholes used to call the QM the K-ration commandos. But eight months of combat had changed all that, and few frontliners with hot chow, warm clothes and gas to go places will fail to applaud the award handed down to the 83rd. They started the world's superior performance of difficult duties under all combat conditions.

It's a big job and a big story. The trucks that carry the load have averaged 18,000 miles across five countries to run up a gross total of 600,000. They're shaggy-skinned from trips to the front with reinforcements and ammunition, but the drivers have been lucky—only one Jimmie F. Bowers of Canton, Ohio, wears the Purple Heart as a souvenir of the dood he ran over while hauling PWS in Germany.

GETS BRONZE STAR

No run is routine, and many are memorable. Singing up for the war, big brother William F. Bowers of Canton, Ohio, requisitions are for socks. While Shadid's section has ever seen. But eight months of getting the goods under fire has worn out the shelves full, there was a time back in the early days of battle when the boys in the foxholes used to call the QM the K-ration commandos. But eight months of combat had changed all that, and few frontliners with hot chow, warm clothes and gas to go places will fail to applaud the award handed down to the 83rd. They started the world's superior performance of difficult duties under all combat conditions.

By PFC MAURICE RENK

I have little doubt in my mind that some of you upon gallant but this is a wonder with all this waste of manpower down in the deep inner recesses of your mind. You must be amazed at the apparent little effort it must take to write this column. Before you go a thought further, let me stop you and pour your mind to the contrary. Every week I have to turn out an expressively fresh column that has to vivify with vitality. If they can't print this newspaper, this column; no one will ever read it, and you pour your mind to the contrary. Every week I have to turn out an expressively fresh column that has to vivify with vitality. If you can't print this newspaper, this column; none of you will ever read it.